
                               Think Languages  
Report by Orla Banville & Clodagh Doyle 

On Monday 22nd of November, TY students participated in Think Languages Day by taking part 

in workshops, watching a movie, and doing a kahoot on languages. 

Think Languages began with a continental breakfast of croissants, pan au chocolates and 

doughnuts. Following this, TY’s watched the opening ceremony where students from across 

Ireland who participated in Think Languages in 2020 shared their experiences of the day; along 

with rugby player Ian McKinley and humanitarian Amanda Keane talking about how languages 

have benefited and influenced their lives and careers.  

           

Next, transition year students took part in various workshops such as Italian, calligraphy, ISL, 

making churros and crepes, taekwondo/tai chi and a talk about careers in languages.  

In the Italian workshop, with guest tutor Elise and TY student Hazel, we were taught how to say 

different modes of transport in Italian as well as how many languages are spoken in Italy and 

the dialects. 

Chihana, our Japanese language assistant, ran a Japanese calligraphy workshop where we 

learned about different Japanese characters and alphabets and how in Japanese calligraphy 

(known as Shodo) is taught in schools in Japan and how some people do it as a hobby. In this 

workshop TY’s practiced different brush strokes to be able to write the Japanese character for 

beauty. 



                      

Transition year students also got to participate in an Irish Sign Language workshop with Úna 

Walsh, 2nd year, who taught TY’s how to sign “what is your name?” and “where are you from?” 

along with signing our names and where we are from. Úna talked to us about how each country 

has their own sign language and how they are similar and different to ISL. Úna also explained 

how sign language and lámh are not the same. 

A martial arts workshop was run be guest instructor, Andrew and fifth year student, Ninamay 
Brady. The girls also participated in a tai-chi warm up and then performed some tai-chi 
movements. Ninamay, a talented taekwondo athlete, taught the girls how to do some 
taekwondo hits and kicks.           

TY’s were delighted to experience some cooking from different nations.  Charlotte and Abigail 
Buckley who both grew up in Spain made some gorgeous churros for the girls.  The churros 

were seasoned with sugar and cinnamon and then dipped in a rich chocolate ganache.  The 
churros were very flavorsome and very tasty.  French language assistant, Lucie, showed the 
students how to make crêpes.  The girls were allowed to try their hand at cooking their own 
crêpes on a frying pan.  Lucie also encouraged the girls to flip their crêpes.  Some coordinated 

students did so with just a flick of their wrist, however a few crêpes did end up on the floor.  

Guest speaker, Catherine Byrne discussed her experience of studying languages. Catherine 
studied languages in third level and spoke about all the benefits it had for her.  This talk 
stressed the importance of learning languages and the opportunities that they can provide. 

For the final part of Think Languages Day, students watched a foreign language film and 
completed a Kahoot! quiz on languages.  The film chosen was Disney-Pixar’s ‘Luca’ (in Italiano). 
Luca was released this summer to very positive reviews and it was just as well received by the 

TY’s.  There was plenty of laughter but also some reports of tears during the more emotional 
scenes.  It’s safe to say that ‘Luca’ was hit.  After the movie, the girls took part in a Kahoot! quiz 
that was created by the Think Languages committee.  TY’s picked up some new language trivia 
and put their knowledge to the test.  Did you know that Asia is the continent with the most 
languages? Or that there are around 7000 languages spoken in the world today?               


